
The Evolver Voice Box : 28 patchs d'effets pour Evolver 
The Evolver Voice Box is a bank of 28 FX programs created in the same spirit as the A Darker Evolver. It exploits the unknown potential of this synth for the processing of 
external sources through filters, feedback and the 3 available delays. Most of the effects have been programmed using voices but it is up to you to experiment with other types of 
sources (drums loops, music, synth, ect ...). 

NB: seule la molette de modulation a été utilisée de manière à laisser à l'utilisateur la liberté de déterminer les paramètres pertinents susceptibles d'être assignés.

How to load The Evolver Voice Box sounds bank in your Evolver 

First of all, it is advisable to save the programs of your Evolver by referring to the specific chapter of the manual (page 17 for the Evolver Desktop: MIDI Dump).                           
The Evolver Voice Box folder consists of two different format files: Standard Midi File (SMF) and ebp, which is format of the SoundTower Evolver SoundEditor Editor.                  
It is important to note that programs will load into bank 4 of your Evolver (from N°101 if you bought the bank A Darker Evolver + The Evolver Voice Box and from the N°1 if you 
bought the bank The Evolver Voice alone).                      

1) To load the standard midi file into your Evolver, start your sequencer (Cubase, Logic, Ableton, ect ...) and create a MIDI track. Make sure that the MIDI output port of the 
interface is connected to the MIDI input port of the Evolver and that the channel numbers are the same. Once playback has started, you can follow the numbers of the programs 
that are being loaded; when the number 128 is reached, your bank A Darker Evolver is loaded and ready to use.  

2) To load the ebp file into your Evolver, start the Evolver SoundEditor software and make sure that the MIDI interface selected in the MIDI      MIDI Setup menu is the same that 
the one which is connected to the Evolver. Then, in the "Program" menu choose "Load Program Bank To" and locate the file A Darker Evolver.ebp in the folder A Darker Evolver 
on your computer. Once the D bank is loaded, the names of the programs are displayed in the corresponding column, you simply have to send it to the Evolver by selecting in the
"Program" menu the command "Transmit Bank      Program Bank D". Once this is done your bank The Evolver Voice Box is loaded and ready to use.                                            
Note: The Evolver Voice Box sounds bank is compatible with all Evolver models including Poly Evolver Rack and Poly Evolver Keyboard. 

For any problem / request, thank you to send an Email to emperairepierre@hotmail.com : a delay of about one day is necessary to get an answer. 



THE EVOLVER VOICE BOX 

NB: The "no" in the MIDI SYNC column means that at least one sequencer track is assigned to the Tempo clock multiplier parameter.                  
In this case, if the Evolver is synchronized to a MIDI clock, the modulation of this parameter will not occurs. 

Patch Name Trigger Mode MIDI SYNC
1 Vari Speed Seq Sequencer NO
2 Evocoder Sequencer
3 Creatures Sequencer NO
4 Pitched Echoes Sequencer NO
5 Psy Cloud MIDI
6 Broken Line Sequencer NO
7 BubbleGhost Sequencer
8 Pop Trigg Sequencer NO
9 Multimode Filter Sequencer NO
10 From Nowhere Sequencer NO
11 Echoes Chamber MIDI
12 Evo Robot MIDI
13 Speaking Robot MIDI
14 Nice Bug MIDI
15 Echo Dream MIDI
16 ComeAndGo MIDI/Sequencer
17 Panic Room Sequencer NO
18 Pad Me MIDI
19 Synth Me MIDI
20 Lead Me MIDI
21 Gated Filter MIDI
22 Chaos Sequencer NO
23 Up and Down Sequencer
24 Cadavre Exquis MIDI/Sequencer NO
25 Distant Signal Sequencer
26 BlackHole Sequencer NO
27 Jumpy Wha Drone MIDI
28 Trill Drone MIDI




